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Just about any website that offers downloads can be categorized into one of the two
camps:Torrent sites and Streaming sites.Torrent sites, as the name suggests, offer downloads
from a shared network of sharing peers. It becomes a huge network of peers on the internet,
providing you a steady stream of content that never stops. However, the streaming sites are the
newest addition to the scene. Streaming sites do not offer you a steady stream, but simply a
portion of content selected by the site itself. Both Torrent sites and Streaming sites are legal
and safe to use. Which one should you use to download movies (adsbygoogle =
window.adsbygoogle []).push({});? You can download movies from these sites and enjoy your
movie collection today. There is one other category of sites that are not torrent sites or
streaming sites. They are illegal websites where you can download movies for free. Some of
these sites will offer legitimate movies and some will not, but the number of illegitimate sites is
greater. In fact, if you look at the download link of a legitimate site, they may say something like
this: "The file you are trying to download is encrypted, you have to pay for it to be decrypted.
Please pay for the file with Bitcoins in your Bitcoin wallet or under the transaction ID on the
invoice." Here is where the problem kicks in. I have been victim of an illegal website not long
back. I visited this site to download "Crash Course in College Physics: A Strenuous Woman + The
King"(a Netflix movie). The illegal site said something like this: "The file you are trying to
download is encrypted, you have to pay for it to be decrypted. Please pay for the file with
Bitcoins in your Bitcoin wallet or under the transaction ID on the invoice."
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